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pediatric positioning

■   soft, washable cover 
provides comfort 
and absorbs 
moisture

■   easy to 
put on and 
remove

 30-1075     small     
 30-1076     medium      
 30-1077     large           
 30-1078     x-large      

■   2-piece wrap-around hinged collar supports
jaw line and occipital region for improved
neck flexion, head control and mid-line
positioning

■   1-piece neck support maintains head in mid-
line and neutral position

■   collars attach to seat with hook
and loop fastener

collars *
 30-1390 wrap-around collar  
 30-1395 collar, small/medium  
 30-1396 collar, large/x-large  

1-piece collars 
small

large

Skillbuilders® floor sitter

Skillbuilders® head/neck support

Skillbuilders® 2-piece mobile floor seat

Skillbuilders® feeder seat cover

Skillbuilders® modular seating

■ for basic positioning; seat has 
built-in abductor, posturally 
correct contoured interior and a 
safety harness

■ add wedge to make 
a floor sitter

■ add base to make 
mobile floor sitter

feeder seat *
 30-1070           small          
 30-1071           medium          
 30-1072           large         
 30-1074           x-large         

■   wedge and feeder seat
combine to make floor sitter

■   seat is secured to wedge with
hook and loop fastener

■   seat adjusts from upright to
reclining position

floor sitter (seat and wedge) *
 30-1080     small                            
 30-1081     medium                       
 30-1082     large                            
 30-1083     x-large                         

floor sitter wedge only *
 30-1085     small, medium, large   
 30-1086     x-large                         

2-piece mobile floor sitter (box style base) *
 30-1170   small                           
 30-1171   medium                      
 30-1172   large                            
 30-1173   x-large                         

mobile base only (box style base) *
 30-1088   small                           
 30-1089   medium                      
 30-1097   large                            
 30-1098   x-large                      

mobile base only (metal  tubular base) *
 30-1174   x-large                      

■   3-piece sitter includes feeder seat, floor sitter wedge
and flat mobile base

■   seat, wedge and base are secured with hook and loop
fastener

■   easy to move without repositioning user
3-piece mobile floor sitter (seat, wedge, base) *
 30-1090    small                         
 30-1091    medium                           
 30-1092    large                                
 30-1093    x-large                          

3-piece mobile flat base only, wood *
 30-1095    small, medium, large   
 30-1096    x-large                           

2-piece 
wrap-around collar 

modular seating systems

Skillbuilders® feeder seat

Skillbuilders® 3-piece mobile floor sitter

feeder seat plus wedge
make up the floor sitter

seat

wedge

seat

box style
base

seat

wedge

flat base

■   2-piece sitter includes feeder seat
and box style wood mobile base

■   easy to move without
repositioning user

■   height adjustable
■   non-slip work surface
■   medium/

large tray: 
23"W x 22"D x 14-20"H

 30-1079 for med/large seat     

stand alone adjustable tray
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